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Abstract Information and communication technologies (ICTs) must be designed and used for humane ends. The rapid adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has raised the critical question of whether we can ensure AI's alignment with human values to guide its design and use. We perform a selective literature review with the specific search terms of the papers published in the top information systems (basket of 8 journals and 5 AI journals in IS) from 2000-2020 to answer this question. The findings indicate that IS research has contributed insufficiently to a deeper understanding of human values and AI value alignment principles. Moreover, the mainstream IS research on AI is mostly dominated from its technical and managerial aspects. Thus, the future research agendas are proposed accordingly. The paper provides some food for thoughts in studying human values and AI alignment within the context of IS research.
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1 Introduction

Berente et al. (2019) define AI as machines performing cognitive functions that we typically associate with humans, including perceiving, reasoning, learning, and interacting with others. They emphasize that “AI is not confined to one or a few applications, but rather is a pervasive economic, societal, and organizational phenomenon” (p. 1). To achieve what Walsham (2012) has argued that we must direct ICT at humane ends, AI should be aimed at making this a better world by using its highly optimized mechanistic functions and super intelligence to serve human needs, satisfy human desires and to maximize the realization of human values (e.g., Yudkowsky, 2011). This is also proposed as the AI value alignment principles (Russell, 2019) or as Sutrop (2020) put forward designing AI that conforms to human values is called ‘value alignment’. One fundamental and critical question is raised and intensively debated: how can we ensure AI alignment with human values through AI operations from design to use? Yamposkiy (2017) argued that, because of the unresolved disagreements in the disciplines of philosophy and axiology regarding the nature and content of human values, the question of how to align these values in AI development and use, is also moot. The IS community has not yet paid sufficient attention to this AI phenomenon and has contributed insufficiently to a deeper understanding of human values in general (Carman and Rosman, 2020, Lyytinen et al., 2020). In this paper, we first analyze the AI phenomenon as it is discussed in the top IS research outlets (basket of 8 journals and 5 AI journals in IS). It should be noted that the AI value alignment and its connection to ethical concerns is not included in the search because, while significant, this topic is not the paper’s focus. Upon the results from the literature review, we propose the future research agendas.

2 AI Value Alignment Principles

Russell (2019) has proposed the three AI value alignment principles for creating a safe and beneficial AI. (1) A principle of altruism: the AI’s only objective is to maximize the realization of human values. Here, human values are defined as what “we” would “prefer our life to be like”. (2) A law of humility: AI as the digital agents is initially not certain of what human values are. But AI agents, in support of advanced machine learning capabilities, may learn those values and preferences by observing “our” behaviors. (3) To achieve the value alignments between AI and
humans, we, in this process, must learn to be better persons, or, perhaps, simpler. The aim should be ensuring that AI agents can learn the essential value-goods such as safety, healthcare, food and shelter, and meaningful work from “us”. AI agents must be explicably programmed to make such values primary where and when needed. We acknowledge that advanced technical solutions are not sufficient for fulfilling the AI value alignment principles (e.g. Christian, 2020). Therefore, the multiple aspects of human values should be fully explored in AI design and use.

3 Research Method

We followed Lowry et al. (2004) recommendation to select the journals and articles. We searched Web of Science, INFORM, EBSCO, and Google Scholar. We separately also searched the basket of 8 IS journals and the top 5 AI journals in IS. As inclusion criteria, an article had to be original study and published in that top IS journal between 2000-2020 and written in English. Moreover, to be included in the review, articles had to match exact the search terms used during the publication search. As we used specific search terms (such as artificial intelligence AND human value*, or AI AND human value*), the initial database search retrieved 327 articles. In the next step, we excluded all duplicated and articles that did not adhere to our search criteria (n = 302 in total). The most frequent reason for excluding an article was that, although drawing to some extend on AI, the article did not primarily use AI in the context of human value or focused mainly on ethical issues. This final dataset is composed of 25 AI articles1, which were downloaded in full text and reviewed by authors. After reviewing the 25 articles, it has become clear that none of the articles, although appeared to be relevant, discussed or approached “AI and human value” like our current approach. Nonetheless, the review results are briefly presented in the next section.

4 IS Research on “AI and Human Values”

The IS community has provided limited exploration of human values and of the possible AI alignment with those human values. Most of the reviewed articles limit their contributions towards AI technical problems (e.g., Li et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2020), and very few have implicitly discussed AI’s impacts on humans, organizations,
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1 Due to page limitation, we cannot include a full list of all authors’ information in the reference list.
and society in general. For example, Ransbotham et al. (2016, p. 1) argued that while IT provides many advantages to humans, their organizations, and to society in general, also have the potential to create new vulnerabilities such as online harassment, incivility, a merely algorithmic ethics, and bias towards minorities. In another study, Aleksander (2017) argued that, as robots and other machines operate in an algorithmic way and not in a truly cognitive and conscious human way, AI can present serious threats to humanity if the algorithms are not aligned with broader sets of values than those of pragmatic efficiency. Elkins et al. (2013) demonstrated that using artificial technology and integrating AI into advanced expert systems inadvertently imposes threats even to human experts and inhibits users from adopting the technology. Nonetheless, Aleksander (2004) argued that as AI technology develops more and more, it has greater potential for overcoming some of the unforeseen difficulties as humans pursue some very ambitious projects. Glezer (2003, p. 65) argued that using AI for automation of tasks is problematic, for the software agents often interfere with the human ability to specify the amount of control they would like to have over the agent’s behavior. Nicolescu et al. (2018) investigated the emerging meanings of “value” associated with the Internet of Things (IoT) and argued that the multiple meanings of “value” are invariably articulated at the juncture of three domains: social, economic, and technical. Huysman (2020) asserted that we should create societal awareness about the rise of low quality of work due to AI rather than focusing merely on the effect of AI on job losses. Grønsund and Aanestad (2020, p. 14) argued that while research on algorithmic and intelligent technologies has generated insights about their potential to replace human work; however, the emergent configurations by which humans and algorithmic interplay emerge has not been investigated. In summary, the current AI research in IS field is restricted to technical developments and design issues. AI design and its alignment with human values are not yet being fully considered.

5 Discussion and Future Research Agendas

The study results clearly demonstrate that IS research has not yet sufficiently contributed to a deeper understanding of human values and AI value alignment and how to achieve the AI value alignment principles. Thus, we propose the following three research foci. First, we need to understand what are human values from different philosophical and ontological schools of thoughts within IS. Ågerfalk (2020) argues that IS research can contribute significantly to advance AI
development and use. We need to focus on the three key components, contextualization, communication, and practice to complete the inquires of AI phenomenon. AI phenomenon is much more complex with great uncertainties. We can explore this complexity from various school of thoughts with the aim of producing more comprehensive understanding of what are the human values and add IS perspectives to this multidisciplinary theme. Second, we need to understand what are the critical human values within the contexts of AI design and use. Human values are deeply rooted in cultural and social traditions. Gabriel (2020) points out that human preferences that are always embedded in a range of human values, may not be sufficient, though necessary, to give instructions to an AI agent for achieving desired outcomes. Our “immediate” preferences may differ largely than what we prefer in the longer time. AI systems are kind of IS artefacts (Chatterjee et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2015). The study of the critical human values can be conducted in the context of AI as an information artefact, AI as a technology artefact and AI as a social artefact. As well we need to study the interactions among the three artefacts components to reach the conclusion, i.e., what are the critical human values should be aligned with AI design. Third, we need to prioritize the critical human values in AI design and use for different user groups in various cultural, social, and personal contexts. To keep a positive reciprocal relationship of human/AI, we need to become a better person and use AI in a positive and ethical way. This is also what the AI alignment principles have proposed. Since the AI may learn from us (a law of humility), we need to behave well and generate more positive values that benefit AI design. Thus, future studies can investigate the effects of the prioritized human values on the users’ behaviors towards AI systems within a specific context.

6 Conclusions

We briefly address current IS research on human values and AI in this paper, as well as some perspectives on the importance of achieving AI value alignment principles. We also suggest three research directions that IS researchers can pursue, but they are tentative and might be naïve in their current state of development. We believe that the paper provides some food for thought about the significance of studying human values in AI design and application in IS research.
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